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ABSTRACT Organizations are under increasing pressure to develop applications within budget and time at
high quality. Therefore, multiple organizations adopt a Low Code Development Platform (LCDP) to develop
applications faster and cheaper compared to traditional application development. However, current research
on LCDP adoption lacks empirical grounding as well as a deeper understanding of the importance of adoption
drivers and inhibitors.We conducted semi-structured interviews and aDelphi studywith 17 experts to address
these gaps. As a result, we identified 12 drivers and 19 inhibitors for adopting LCDPs. We show that the
experts have a consensus on the most and the least important drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption. Yet,
the ranking of the drivers and inhibitors between the most and least important is context-dependent. For some
drivers and inhibitors, the experts’ ranking is similar to academic literature, whereas, for others, it differs.
In conclusion, the study at hand empirically validates drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption, adds six
new drivers and six new inhibitors to the body of knowledge, and analyzes the importance of these factors.

INDEX TERMS Low code, Delphi study, software development, adoption, driver, inhibitor.

I. INTRODUCTION
Even before the COVID-19 pandemic, organizations felt
competitive pressure to digitalize business models and inter-
nal processes [1]. Therefore, they must increase their speed
in developing applications within budget and time con-
straints [2]. However, a significant market gap exists among
skilled software developers for application development [3].
An option to react to these challenges is to use Low Code
Development Platforms (LCDPs), which are promoted to
increase efficiency, effectiveness, reduce costs, and empower
users [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. Moreover, LCDP vendors adver-
tise their products as being capable of supporting profes-
sional software developers but also developers in the business
department or regular business employees (often referred to
as citizen developers) who develop applications with little to
no programming experience [4], [5], [6], [9].

LCDPs have been a topic of discussion for multiple years
among practitioners [4] before academia started to research
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the topic [4], [10]. Gartner predicts that by ‘‘2023, over 50%
of medium to large enterprises will have adopted’’ [11, p. 1]
an LCDP. However, practitioners and researchers are criti-
cized for overly optimistic views on LCDPs [4]. If organiza-
tions adopt LCDPs and the benefits are incurred, the adoption
can be a source of competitive advantage [12]. However,
adopting LCDPs can also induce risks, e.g., by inexperienced
developers neglecting security standards when developing
applications [13], [14].

Despite the potential widespread use, it is academically
under-researched what drives or inhibits the adoption of
LCDPs. A literature review by [12] summarizes inhibitors
and drivers for LCDP adoption. However, the authors criticize
that the current research lacks some commonly discussed
adoption factors (e.g., topmanagement support was not found
as a driver or inhibitor), lacks empirical grounding, and the
importance of identified drivers and inhibitors needs to be
clarified [12] to steer attention to the most influential aspects.
Technology adoption is a well-researched phenomenon in
academia. Nevertheless, as the LCDP adoption research is in
its infancy, it is unclear if the general factors from technology
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adoption research also apply to the specific situation of LCDP
adoption. Further, to be useful for practitioners, the research
on drivers and inhibitors must be much more specific than the
factors discussed in traditional technology adoption research.
Therefore, the study at hand addresses the following research
questions (RQ):

RQ1:What are drivers and inhibitors of LCDP adoption?
RQ2:What is the importance of these drivers and inhi-

bitors for LCDP adoption?
As the units of analysis, we select work systems, i.e., ‘‘sys-

tems in which human participants and/or machines per-
form work [. . . ] using information, technology, and other
resources’’ [15, p. 75]. Specifically, we focus on work sys-
tems where professional and citizen developers use LCDPs
as information systems to carry out low code development.
This perspective helps us to research the adoption on a level
where it usually occurs - between the individual developer
and an organizational level. To answer RQ1, we conducted
explorative, qualitative semi-structured interviews. A subse-
quent ranking-type Delphi study with 17 experts answers
RQ2. We followed the methodological guidelines of [16] for
the Delphi study, with the analytical extension of best/worst
scaling by [17], [18]. We chose a Delphi study as it allows us
to create a consensus (on the importance) in the exploratory
field of LCDP adoption, where we only have limited empiri-
cal evidence [16]. Moreover, the Delphi method allows us to
quantitatively determine the quality of the consensus [16].

The study at hand has three contributions. First, we explic-
itly answer the calls for in-depth research on LCDPs
[10], [12] and their adoption [12] empirically. We identify
12 drivers and 19 inhibitors for LCDP adoption and add six
new drivers and six new inhibitors to the body of knowledge.
Second, this study is the first to empirically research the
importance of the drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption.
This steers attention to the most critical aspects and allows
partitioners to improve decision-making [19]. We can show
that the experts strongly agree on the most and least important
drivers and inhibitors, whereas the consensus is weaker for
the drivers and inhibitors in between. Third, we show that the
importance of drivers and inhibitors ranked on the basis of the
LCDP adoption literature differs from the experts’ results.

This study is structured as follows: in section two, we out-
line the conceptual background of LCDPs and present the
current state of research on drivers and inhibitors of LCDP
adoption. Section three presents the methodology, and the
results are shown in section four. In section five, we discuss
the results considering previous literature. The study con-
cludes with the contributions, limitations, and a presentation
of future research directions.

II. CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
A. LCDPs—CONCEPTUAL BACKGROUND
For many years, the discussion on Low Code Develop-
ment (LCD) was mainly driven by practitioners [4], [20].
The first description of LCD came from Forrester Research,

characterizing it as software development with minimal
source code through interactive graphical interfaces [5].
For the development, so-called LCDPs are used, which are
‘‘products and/or cloud services for application development
that employ visual, declarative techniques instead of pro-
gramming and are available to customers at low- or no-cost
in money and training time to begin’’ [21, p. 4]. Moreover,
LCDPs usually use the Platform as a Service (PaaS) delivery
model [10], [21], [22].

LCDPs cannot be considered an entirely new phenomenon
[4], [6], [23]. Instead, LCDPs draw from and combine
previously well-known concepts, such as rapid application
development, fourth-generation programming languages,
model-driven development, and computer-aided software
engineering [4], [6], [24], [25], [26]. Interestingly, numer-
ous well-known LCDPs existed before the term was coined
by Forrester Research and were re-branded after the term
emerged [4].

As outlined by [6], the term LCDP is currently used to
describe a list of heterogenous development platforms with
different technical capabilities, multiple scenarios of use, and
different target audiences. This study focuses on LCDPs used
by professional and citizen developers to develop applications
within organizations. Gartner states that these platforms use
‘‘model-driven or visual development paradigms supported
by expression languages and possibly scripting to address
use cases such as citizen development, business unit IT,
enterprise business processes, [or] composable applications’’
[11, p. 1].Moreover, these LCDPsmust include LCD capabil-
ities (i.e., model-driven and graphical programming models)
and support the development of applications consisting of a
user interface, business logic, workflow, and data services
[11]. Due to the expected benefits of LCDPs, an increasing
number of organizations adopt them, and major IT vendors
and multiple start-ups offer them [27]. Leading vendors in
this field are Appian, Mendix, Microsoft, OutSystems, Sales-
force, and ServiceNow [11].

A closely related concept is that of no code development
platforms (NCDPs), with the difference that low code reduces
hand coding, whereas no code eliminates it [28]. Researchers
disagree on whether NCDPs are a different concept or part of
the LCDP concept. Some authors consider it a different con-
cept due to different functionality and scalability [29]. How-
ever, others see NCDPs primarily as a marketing statement
[10], [29]. For this study, we follow the latter argumentation.

B. CURRENT STATE OF RESEARCH ON LCDP ADOPTION
We define LCDP adoption as ‘‘the first use or acceptance
of’’ [30, p. 24] an LCDP within a work system. Technology
adoption can occur on multiple levels, with the individual and
organizational levels being the two extreme points [31]. For
this study, we take a work system view, which helps us to
explain the adoption that takes place between the individual
and organizational levels [32], e.g., a group of developers
decides to use an LCDP for a project. Drivers are factors that
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facilitate the adoption, and inhibitors are factors that hinder
the adoption [33] of LCDPs.

Current academic research on drivers and inhibitors for
LCDP adoption is in its infancy [12]. A recent literature
review by [12] applied the diffusion of innovation frame-
work to synthesize the academic discussions on drivers and
inhibitors for LCDP adoption. The authors found improved
software development efficiency, reduced entry barriers for
application development, and reduced required knowledge
for application development as the most discussed drivers
in academic literature [12]. In contrast, lack of governance,
flexibility, customization, scalability, and limited portability
significantly inhibit LCDP adoption [12]. Moreover, [12]
conclude that research on LCDPs lacks substantial empirical
evidence, as only two publications research LCDP adoption
empirically, i.e., [34] and [35]. [35] examine the adoption on
an individual level by analyzing posts in online forums to
retrieve drivers and inhibitors for the adoption on an individ-
ual level. They point out that faster development (i.e., higher
efficiency), ease of use, and lower complexity are the most
often discussed drivers. The most discussed inhibitors are
difficulties in learning LCDPs, high prices, and a lack of
customization [35]. A survey among IT experts found that
the main reasons to use LCDPs are accelerating digital trans-
formation and reducing dependency on IT developers [34].
In contrast, concern about vendor lock-in, lack of knowledge
about LCDPs, and lack of use cases are the main reasons for
not using LCDPs [34].

Moreover, [22] posits that not only a single factor
drives or inhibits the adoption of LCDPs. Instead, the
authors argue that adopting LCDPs can only be researched
by combining different factors that influence each other.
Therefore, [22] builds a configurational research model
to explain LCDP adoption. As theoretical lenses, the
Technology-Organization-Environment (TOE) model and
socio-technical systems (STS) theory are used [22] to com-
bine and organize adoption factors derived from adoption
literature in the fields of cloud computing and agile software
development methods. However, the authors do not empir-
ically validate their model but outline to do so as a next
step.

For this paper, we take a similar approach and use a com-
bination of the STS theory and TOE model to structure our
drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption. [36] have already
applied the STS theory to analyze computer-aided software
engineering adoption, which is conceptually similar to LCDP
adoption [25], [26]. In the context of LCDPs, the four cate-
gories of the STS theory have been defined by [32] as follows.
The structure category is the nature of an organization’s
communication, authority, and setup [32]. The people cate-
gory comprises all stakeholder-specific drivers and inhibitors
[32]. The task category includes all application development-
specific drivers and inhibitors, whereas the technology cat-
egory includes all platform-specific issues [32]. However,
the STS theory assumes that work systems must be open
and responsive to the environment [37]. This aspect of work

systems is essential as it implies that LCDP adoption is also
affected by environmental factors. Hence, we extend the four
categories from the STS theory by the environment category,
as indicated in the TOE model. The environment category
then comprises all external drivers and inhibitors affecting
LCDP adoption [38], [39].

III. METHODOLOGY
A. OVERVIEW
This study focuses on identifying (RQ1) and ranking (RQ2)
drivers and inhibitors of LCDP adoption.We conducted semi-
structured interviews and a ranking-type Delphi study to
answer the research questions. Ranking-type Delphi studies
are used to reach a group consensus about the relative impor-
tance of a set of factors and have seen widespread use in
research [16], [41]. As outlined by [16], [17], [42], and [43],
a Delphi study provides controlled feedback to the experts
and usually consists of the phases expert selection, iterative
data collection and data analysis, and data presentation. After
our final Delphi data collection round, we added one addi-
tional round of interviews to discuss the results with selected
experts. Discussing results before publishing is good practice
in case study methodology, as it reduces the risk of misinter-
preting the results and thus leads to a higher construct validity
[44], [45], [46]. Therefore, we also decided to perform this
step for the Delphi study’s results, i.e., ultimately ending
with five methodological steps. An overview of the extended
methodology can be found in Fig. 1.

In each phase, certain design decisions have to be made –
one of them is the mechanism to determine the ranking of
the identified items. The literature discusses several mech-
anisms (i.e., direct ranking of items, ratings on pre-defined
scales (e.g., Likert scales), allocation of points from a pre-
defined pool) [17], [18], [47]. However, ties among items,
standardization difficulties, or response-style biases are well-
discussed limitations of these mechanisms [48]. Therefore,
[17] and [18] propose using best/worst scaling as a ranking
mechanism to overcome these limitations, as it ‘‘forces par-
ticipants to discriminate between items by choosing the most
distinct pair (i.e., participants do not have to assign discrete
values to each item)’’ [17, p. 61]. Moreover, best/worst scal-
ing is an easy-to-conduct and time-efficient way to collect
empirical information in ranking-type Delphi studies [17].
Therefore, this study uses the approach of [16], with the
analytical extension for ranking-type best/worst scaling out-
lined in [17] and [18].

B. EXPERT SELECTION
Selecting the right experts is crucial for Delphi studies, as the
results mainly depend on a small number of selected experts
[17], [43]. To choose appropriate experts, we applied the
following approach, as outlined in [16] and [17]: identify
expert groups, identify experts, nominate additional experts,
rank experts, and invite experts.

As we aim to incorporate the perspective of experts
with significant practical experience in LCDP adoption, we
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FIGURE 1. Methodology of the study based on [16], [17], [18] extended with follow-up interviews.

identified three expert groups: (1) consultants, (2) line man-
agers, and (3) sales executives of LCDPs. The rationale for
inviting consultants is that they support multiple organiza-
tions in adopting LCDPs and can therefore provide various
perspectives on drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption.
Line managers were selected, as they have in-depth exper-
tise in LCDP adoption within one organization. Moreover,
sales executives of LCDP vendors were picked, as they are
in constant discussions with multiple customers who want
to adopt LCDPs. Experts of all three groups must either
be the decision-maker for LCDP adoption in a work sys-
tem (line managers) or advise the decision-maker for the
LCDP adoption in such a work system (consultants and sales
executives).

We identified the experts through our professional network
(as outlined by [16] and [17]) and through a search on the
career portal LinkedIn. For our professional network, we con-
tacted experts who either are the decision-makers or advise
the decision-makers and invited them to participate in our
research. Further, we asked the experts to act as gatekeep-
ers (i.e., influential persons who can connect the researcher
to additional experts [49]). On the career portal LinkedIn,
we searched for ‘‘Low Code’’ as a search string, evaluated if
the personsmatched our expert requirements, and then invited
them to participate in our research.

Through discussions with the experts, we could nominate
additional experts. Through conversations with them, two
additional experts were added to the initial list of 27 experts,
leading to 29. Although there is still no agreement on the
optimal number of experts for ranking-type Delphi studies
[16], [50], the literature agrees that the number of experts
should be manageable to reach a consensus. A typical panel
size seems to be between seven and 30 [16]. As 29 is within
this range, we invited all experts.

C. DATA COLLECTION AND DATA ANALYSIS
The Delphi method ‘‘repeatedly collects, analyzes, and rec-
onciles data with experts.’’ [17, p. 63]. The data collection
consists of (1) the discovery of factors, (2) the selection of
the most important factors, and (3) the iterative ranking of
the factors [17].

To discover the factors, we conducted semi-structured
interviews with the experts. We decided to use interviews,
as they allow the experts to list the drivers and inhibitors
[16]. The interviews took place in March-May 2022, lasted
between 19:55 to 56:06 minutes, and were recorded and tran-
scribed. The interviews were structured around five themes:
(1) the background of the interviewees, (2) the current state of
LCDP adoption, (3) the observed process of LCDP adoption,
(4) drivers for LCDP adoption, and (5) inhibitors for LCDP
adoption.We analyzed the data through open and axial coding
based on the guidelines of [51]. After we had extracted the
initial list of factors, we checked for duplicates and consoli-
dated the factors where possible. Furthermore, we created a
description for each factor based on interview input.

To avoid overwhelming experts with many factors, aca-
demic literature [16] and [17] proposes selecting the most
important factors and considers approximately 20 factors
as the upper limit [42]. As we discovered 12 drivers and
19 inhibitors for LCDP adoption, we did not need to further
reduce the number of factors. Before startingwith the iterative
ranking of factors, we followed [16] and defined three stop
criteria: (1) Kendall’sW> 0.7, indicating a strong consensus,
(2) three rounds had been run, or (3) no significant difference
in the mean rank between two successive rounds. Moreover,
we validated that all drivers and inhibitors from the literature
review of [12] were part of the factors in the Delphi study.

For the iterative ranking of the factors, the survey
must follow the design principles of frequency balance,
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TABLE 1. Overview of participation rate throughout the multiple Delphi rounds.

orthogonality, connectivity, and positional balance [17], [47].
While it is possible to design the scaling manually, we used
dedicated statistical software (Lighthouse Studio 9.14.1) to
design and run the best-worst scaling survey, as proposed by
[52]. To conduct the survey, the experts received an individual
link to a web-based survey with 31 questions – the first
19 focused on inhibitors of LCDP adoption, the second 12 on
drivers for LCDP adoption. Each question offered the experts
five inhibitors (drivers) at a time, from which they chose the
most important and the least important inhibitor (driver) (see
Appendix A). After each round, we analyzed the data and sent
the outcome, its interpretation, and the next round’s survey to
the experts.

A critical part of all Delphi studies is tomotivate the experts
to participate through multiple rounds [16], [53]. For this
study, we sent numerous reminders to all experts and offered
to donate to a charity for each participating expert. In this
light, it is crucial to discuss the handling of experts skipping
one round of the Delphi study and dropouts [54], [55]. There
is no clear methodological guidance on this topic yet. Some
studies (e.g., [56]) exclude the experts who did not participate
in a round for the next round; others make a case-by-case
decision (e.g., [54]), whereas others argue that experts can
skip rounds and re-join in a later round of the Delphi study
(e.g., [55]). The latter argue that they can skip and re-join in
order to have a broad set of opinions [55]. We also followed
the latter argumentation, as we wanted to have a broad set
of opinions for our Delphi study. The results of each Delphi
round (i.e., Kendall’sW, best/worst score, mean rank, top-half
rank, and trend) were shared with all invited experts to bring
all experts to the same level of knowledge, even if they did not
participate in the round. We ran three ranking rounds with the
experts from June-September 2022. Each ranking round was
open for four weeks, and we sent multiple reminders to the
experts.

D. FOLLOW–UP INTERVIEWS
After the final ranking round, we decided to run additional
follow-up interviews with selected experts to interpret and
discuss the results of the Delphi study.We selected the experts
with the largest Euclidian distance between their individual
ranking and the mean ranking of all experts. The interviews

took place in October 2022 and lasted between 23:10 to
34:40 minutes. The interviews were centered around three
themes: (1) discussion of changes since the last interview
(e.g., progress of LCDP adoption), (2) reflecting on final
driver results, and (3) reflecting on final inhibitor results. All
interviews were recorded, transcribed, and analyzed using
the guidelines of [51]. After these follow-up interviews,
we decided to remove one expert from the study as his
organization only adopted LCDPs for data analytics and not
for application development.

IV. RESULTS
A. STUDY PARTICIPANTS
In the result section, we first outline the study participants
and, second, answer the RQs for drivers and inhibitors.

The response rate for the initial participation call was
∼ 52%. In total, 15 experts participated in the interviews.
Of these, nine are consultants, three are line managers, and
three are sales executives. After the interviews, two additional
experts were identified through one interviewee. Hence,
as shown in table 1, 17 experts were invited to participate
in the subsequent Delphi study, with nine consultants, five
line managers, and three sales executives for LCDPs. Overall
the panel size can be considered sufficient for a Delphi study,
as it is between seven and 30 [16]. Moreover, we conducted
follow-up interviews with four experts (two consultants and
two line managers). Appendix B shows biographical infor-
mation about the experts, the expert group, and their partici-
pation in the different rounds. Throughout the whole study,
we ensured anonymity for all experts, and each of them
approved publishing the results in a paper.

As shown in table 1, the participation dropped from 14 par-
ticipants in round one to eight in round three. This reduction
in participation through different rounds is typical for Delphi
studies [53]. Despite the decrease in participants, we were
still above the minimum requirement of seven participants
[57]. We decided to stop the Delphi ranking after the third
round, as we had reached one stop-criteria (i.e., three Delphi
rounds [16]). Due to the declining number of participants,
we saw it as unlikely that we could motivate the experts for
a fourth round. If not otherwise mentioned, we refer to the
results for the third Delphi round in the following sections.
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TABLE 2. Overview of drivers for LCDP adoption.

We also have a breakdown of consultants and line managers.
However, we do not further elaborate on the sales executives
group due to only having one participant in the third Delphi
round.

B. DRIVERS
1) IDENTIFICATION OF DRIVERS
Our first research question focuses on empirically identifying
drivers for LCDP adoption. With our semi-structured inter-
views, we could identify 12 drivers for adopting LCDPs.
We categorized the drivers into four categories: people, struc-
ture, task, and technology. In the empirical interview data,
we did not find any drivers from the environment category.

The categories are defined in section II, and the categorization
is based on the expert interviews and the work of [32].

Table 2 provides an overview of these drivers, the descrip-
tion, and the categorization. From the interviews, we iden-
tified three drivers from the people category, one from the
structure category, four from the task category, and four
from the technology category. Appendix C provides a list of
consolidated expert statements on these drivers.

2) RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF DRIVERS
The second research question addresses the relative impor-
tance of the drivers we identified through the semi-structured
interviews. Fig. 2 presents the results and shows the
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FIGURE 2. Ranking of drivers for LCDP adoption from all responses.

FIGURE 3. Driver breakdown for all responses, consultants, and line managers.

following essential information to report Delphi study results,
as outlined by [17] and [18]: Kendall’s W (measurement
of group consensus), the final rank for each driver (derived
from mean rank), the driver, the best/worst score (#most
important - #least important), the mean rank (average of

final rankings for each driver from all experts), top-half rank
(percentage of experts who ranked the driver in the top half),
and the trend. The final rankwas determined by themean rank
of each driver, as outlined by [17]. Appendix D provides an
overview of how often a driver was selected asmost important
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and least important for all rounds. For columns with three
values, the first value indicates the results of the third round,
the second value of the second round, and the third value the
results from the first round. When analyzing the quality of
the consensus (Kendall’s W) for all responses of the third
round, we can see that it is 0.50, which indicates a moderate
consensus [16]. In their review of the rigor of Delphi studies,
[16] found thatmost Delphi studies (67%) have aKendall’sW
between 0.50-0.69.

Interestingly, through all rounds, the top driver (improved
efficiency of software development) and the bottom two
drivers (transparency of pricing model and part of exist-
ing licenses) are similar. Drivers on ranks nine (creation of
add-ons for off-the-shelf-applications) and 10 (reduction of
dependence on internal and external IT developers) are also
consistently ranked as less important by the experts (i.e., the
two drivers change their rank only in the final round). For
drivers on the ranks three to eight, the mean rank is rela-
tively close (between 5.2-6.2 in round three), and the ranking
of these drivers changes significantly between the different
rounds.

As outlined in the methodology section, three different
groups of experts participated in the study: consultants, line
managers, and sales executives of LCDPs. Fig. 3 compares
the ranking of all responses, consultants, and line managers
in round three. Due to only having one expert from the sales
executives’ group participating in the final round, we did not
show the breakdown of this group in Fig. 3.

When comparing Kendall’s W of all responses with the
group consultants and line managers, it is apparent that
Kendall’s W is higher for the two groups than for all
responses. This higher consensus within the groups might
result from a higher homogeneity of answers within the
groups [58]. As outlined above, consultants and line man-
agers strongly agree on the most and two least important
drivers.

Moreover, in Fig. 3, the proximity of the mean ranks
(drivers on rank three to eight) for all responses can be seen.
For some drivers, the mean rank differs significantly between
consultants and line managers. The top three with the most
significant difference inmean rank are the creation of add-ons
for off-the-shelf applications (difference in mean rank: 2.8),
improved effectiveness of software development (difference
in mean rank: 2.5), and reduction of Shadow IT development
(difference in mean rank: 2.3).

When analyzing the mean rank of the drivers in the four
categories of people, structure, task, and technology (cf.
table 2), the experts rank technology drivers (mean rank: 8.7)
as significantly less important than people (mean rank: 5.9),
structure (mean rank 5.2), or task drivers (mean rank 5.1). The
overall trend is the same when splitting these results into two
groups. Consultants see structure drivers as most important
(mean rank 4.0 vs. 6.5 for line managers), whereas line man-
agers see task drivers as most important (mean rank 4.0 vs.
5.7 for consultants). Experts from both groups agree that
technology drivers are the least important, with a mean rank

of 8.7 for consultants and 9.2 for line managers. An overview
of the mean ranks for all categories and all groups can be
found in Appendix E.

C. INHIBITORS
1) IDENTIFICATION OF INHIBITORS
With our semi-structured interviews, we identified 19 inhib-
itors for LCDP adoption, as shown in table 3. We categorized
the inhibitors into five categories: environment, people, struc-
ture, task, and technology based on the expert interviews and
the work of [32]. The categories are defined in section II.
We identified one inhibitor from the environment category,
four from the people category, three from the structure cate-
gory, one from the task category, and 10 from the technology
category. Appendix F provides the consolidated expert state-
ments on these inhibitors.

2) RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF INHIBITORS
RQ2 addresses the importance of the identified inhibitors for
LCDP adoption. Fig. 4 shows Kendall’s W, the final rank
for all rounds, the inhibitors, the best/worst score, the mean
rank, the top-half rank, and the trend. Appendix G gives an
overview of how often each inhibitor was selected asmost and
least important in all rounds. The final rank was determined
by the mean rank of each inhibitor, as outlined by [17]. If a
column has three values, the first value is the result of round
three, the second value is the result of round two, and the
third value is the result of the first round. For all responses,
Kendall’s W is 0.44, which indicates a weaker consensus
amongst the experts [16].

Interestingly, the experts agree on the most important
inhibitor (lack of LCD culture and reluctance to change) and
the least important inhibitor (lack of documentation), which
are ranked consistently throughout rounds two and three.
Moreover, experts also see the inhibitors on rank 17 (lack of
scalability) and rank 18 (lack of use cases for LCDPs) as less
important through the three ranking rounds. All experts have
consistently ranked those three in the bottom half. We also
see a high consensus of the experts’ rankings for those four
inhibitors (the top one and bottom three).

However, the consensus and consistency of the ranking for
inhibitors on the ranks two to 16 are lower. For instance, the
inhibitor fear of lock-in to an LCDP vendorwas ranked 12th in
the first round, third in the second round, and sixth in the third
round. Themean ranks of the inhibitors on ranks two to 16 are
close (i.e., 15 inhibitors with an average difference in mean
rank of only ∼ 0.44). Despite these minimal differences in
mean rank, five inhibitors are ranked in the top half (i.e., in the
top nine) in all rounds: lack of LCD culture and reluctance to
change, fear of security, compliance, and privacy risk, lack
of governance, lack of LCDP developers, and too complex
development for citizen developers.

Moreover, six inhibitors are ranked in the bottom half
(i.e., bottom nine) in all rounds: limited functionality of
LCDPs, limited usability of the to-be-developed applications,
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TABLE 3. Overview of inhibitors for LCDP adoption.
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FIGURE 4. Ranking of inhibitors for LCDP adoption from all responses.

lack of regulatory approval, limited portability to other
LCDPs, lack of scalability, lack of use cases for LCDPs, and
lack of documentation.

Fig. 5 shows a breakdown of the ranking on the groups
consultants and line managers. For consultants and line man-
agers, Kendall’s W is 0.57, which indicates a moderate con-
sensus [16]. The consensus for consultants and line managers
is significantly higher than for all responses due to the higher
homogeneity of these groups. For the consultants and line
managers, the most important (i.e., lack of low code develop-
ment culture and reluctance to change) and least important
(i.e., lack of use cases for LCDP and lack of documentation)
inhibitors are the same.

On the ranks between the most and least important
inhibitors, consultants and line managers see the importance
of the inhibitors differently. The greatest difference in mean
ranks for consultants and line managers is also significantly

higher than for the drivers. The top three inhibitors with the
highest difference in mean rank are a difficult estimation
of total cost (difference in mean rank: 8.5), too complex
development for citizen developers (difference in mean rank:
6.7), and limited portability to other LCDPs (difference in
mean rank: 5.7). Yet, when analyzing the factors where the
mean rank of consultants and line managers differ the most,
we have the following result: line managers rank factors
higher, which inhibit the adoption on a larger scale in an
organization (i.e., too complex development for citizen devel-
opers, limited functionality of LCDPs, and limited integration
to third-party systems and data). Consultants tend to rank
those inhibitors higher that are evaluated before the adoption
[59] (i.e., difficult estimation of total cost, fear of lock-in to
an LCDP vendor, and limited portability to other LCDPs).

When analyzing the mean ranks of the inhibitors for
the five categories environment, people, structure, task, and
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FIGURE 5. Inhibitor breakdown on groups.

technology (cf. table 3), all responses rank environment
(mean rank: 11.9), task (mean rank: 11.7), and technology
(mean rank: 11.6) inhibitors as significantly less important
than structure (mean rank: 7.3) and people (mean rank: 7.2)
inhibitors. This result is similar for the groups consultants and
line managers. Appendix H provides a detailed visualization
of these mean ranks.

V. DISCUSSION
A. OVERARCHING
With our study we empirically researched drivers and
inhibitors for LCDP adoption through semi-structured inter-
views and a Delphi study with 17 experts. Through the
semi-structured interviews, we identified 12 drivers and
19 inhibitors for the adoption. In the final round of the Delphi
study, we reached a moderate consensus (Kendall’s W= 0.5)
for the drivers and a slightly weaker consensus (Kendall’s
W = 0.44) for inhibitors for all responses. The consensus is
higher in the groups consultants (drivers Kendall’s W = 0.6;
inhibitors Kendall’s W = 0.57) and line managers (drivers
and inhibitors Kendall’s W = 0.57). In the following sec-
tions, we will first discuss the context dependency of the
ranking results. Then, we will discuss the identified drivers
and inhibitors and compare them to the current academic
literature.

B. CONTEXT DEPENDENCY
Generally, experts have a strong consensus for the most
and least important drivers and inhibitors. However, the
consensus is weaker for the factors in between. The adop-
tion’s context can explain this result. When we analyzed the
collected ranking data, we could find indications for three

different contexts. Due to the little context data collected
in the Delphi study, we validated the contexts with follow-
up interviews with the experts. The experts confirmed the
context dependency (e.g., ‘‘This is probably also due to the
context.’’ – Expert 14). The three contexts we found, which
will be explained in more detail in the next paragraphs, are
the adopted LCDP, the expert background, and the stage of
adoption.

The adopted LCDP impacts the ranking, as license terms,
target audiences, capabilities, and functionalities differ sig-
nificantly between LCDPs. As shown in Appendix I, in the
third Delphi round, experts for Mendix and experts for mul-
tiple platforms participated. The inhibitors with the biggest
difference in mean rank for these two groups are the bad
previous experiences with similar tools, the lack of gover-
nance, and the limited functionality of LCDPs. When we
discussed the results in the follow-up interviews, the Mendix
experts stated: ‘‘Limited functionality, lack of scalability, lack
of documentation. [. . . ] I don’t see this; you can scale, doc-
ument, [. . . ] there are enough functionalities [. . . ]. Hence,
for me, these were no inhibitors for the platform we use.’’ –
Expert 7. Expert 3 confirmed this notion by stating, ‘‘limited
functionality of LCDPs [. . . ] I do not see it as an inhibitor.’’ –
Expert 3. Hence, the LCDP adopted by these experts seem
to be more mature than others, and hence they rank the
inhibitor of limited functionality of LCDPs as significantly
less important. Another notion that was brought up by Expert
7 is license agreements: ‘‘Transparency for the pricing model
and part of existing licenses [. . . ] is in our case, through
the vendor, [. . . ] we are using Mendix [. . . ] relatively simple.
[. . . ] For Microsoft, this is a little bit more difficult [. . . ]. So,
I think this highly depends on the vendor, which was chosen
or not chosen.’’ – Expert 7. We did not have an expert for
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Microsoft’s LCDP participating in round three, so we do not
see this effect in the ranking data. However, as Microsoft’s
LCDP is part of the Microsoft enterprise license agreement,
we agree with the statement. As we showed that the adopted
LCDP significantly impacts the experts’ ranking, we pro-
pose to define types of LCDPs with clear characteristics,
to increase the comparability of research results.

Moreover, the expert background also affects the ranking.
We found two different backgrounds: the business depart-
ment background and the IT department background. If an
expert works mainly with the IT department or resides
in the IT department, we see the expert as having an IT
department background. If an expert works mainly with the
business department or resides in the business department,
we see the expert as having a business department back-
ground. As shown in Appendix J, we had experts with an IT
department background and experts with a business depart-
ment background participating in the third-ranking round.
We found that experts with a business department back-
ground rank drivers from the task category (i.e., application
development-specific drivers) as less important than experts
with an IT department background. Expert 11 from a business
department answered when asked about the interpretation of
the result with: ‘‘From a business perspective, I am not that
much interested in how it is getting done. It just needs to
be done.’’ – Expert 11. Expert 7 from an IT department,
who ranked three of the four drivers of the task category as
the top three, stated: ‘‘I can replicate [my] results. [. . . ] the
developer is faster.’’ – Expert 7. From the result that the expert
background has an impact on the ranking, we can derive
multiple implications. First, we see that LCDPs are not only
adopted by business departments but also by IT departments
to develop applications. Second, the type of applications
developed differs – experts from the business department see
LCDPs as ‘‘a playground for the business departments for
quick iterations.’’ – Expert 15. However, in the IT department
LCDPs are also used ‘‘for absolute business-critical apps.’’ –
Expert 7. Nevertheless, if people use LCDPs to develop
complex, business-critical applications, they will rank factors
from the task category as much more important. Third, when
business departments adopt LCDPs, they still rely signifi-
cantly on the IT department. Expert 7, with an IT department
background, summarizes this with: ‘‘People come to us with
questions that we should [. . . ] solve or problems that we
should solve [. . . ]. And what we are now seeing even more
is that we are actively going there and [. . . ] build various
centers of excellence so that they are led with a certain
governance from us. [. . . ] However, they must organize the
people [for the development].’’ – Expert 7. To describe such
a phenomenon, the concept of Business Managed IT (BMIT)
was coined by [60]. BMIT describes a phenomenon where
a high degree of IT task responsibility (e.g., development
of infrastructure and applications) resides within business
departments or in a shared responsibility model with the IT
department. Moreover, the business departments manage the
IT overtly (i.e., the creation, procurement, and operation of

all software or hardware by the business departments are
done in alignment with the IT department) [60]. The overt
management of IT by the business departments is required to
distinguish BMIT from Shadow IT, where this management
is done covertly. Therefore, we can conclude that LCDPs are
used as a form of BMIT.

Finally, the stage of adoption is a context factor influenc-
ing LCDP adoption. PaaS cloud computing adoption [59],
[61] distinguishes between the adoption and post-adoption.
In the adoption phase, an organization decides to adopt,
selects a vendor, and enables the usage within the organiza-
tion [59], [61]. In the post-adoption, a decision on a project
level to adopt PaaS cloud computing is made [59], [61].
As shown in Appendix K, we had experts for the adoption
and post-adoption participating in the third ranking round.
In the results, we see that experts who focus on the adop-
tion rank the importance of factors higher, which are ana-
lyzed when making the adoption decision (e.g., too complex
development for citizen developers, previous bad experience
with similar tools, and integration with existing systems).
Post-adoption, project-specific factors (e.g., lack of (project)
governance, difficulty in estimating total costs, and limited
portability to other LCDPs) are significantly more important
to post-adoption experts. Hence, the same distinction between
adoption and post-adoption, found in PaaS cloud computing
adoption, can also bemade for LCDPs. This distinction is also
reasonable, as LCDPs are specialized PaaS cloud products
[10], [21], [22].

C. DRIVERS
Through the semi-structured interviews, we identified
12 drivers for LCDP adoption, which adds six drivers to the
ones identified by [12]. These newly identified drivers are
improved business process efficiency, good integration with
existing systems, reduction of Shadow IT development, cre-
ation of add-ons for off-the-shelf applications, transparency
of the pricing model, and part of existing licenses.Moreover,
the experts see the driver quicker reaction to market demand,
as outlined by [12] a result of improved efficiency of software
development and not a stand-alone driver. Hence, we decided
to follow the experts’ advice on this driver and consider the
quicker reaction to market demand as part of the improved
efficiency.

Through the best/worst scaling of the Delphi study,
we could determine the relative importance of the LCDP
adoption drivers. The consensus in the final ranking round
is moderate (Kendall’s W = 0.5, which is acceptable as it is
in line with most other IS Delphi studies [16]). The higher
consensus for the groups consultants (W = 0.60) and line
managers (W = 0.57) is not surprising, as the groups have a
higher homogeneity [58]. Moreover, as the number of experts
in each group is smaller than for all responses, it is easier to
achieve a higher group consensus [16].

We compared the ranking from the experts with the results
from the literature review of [12]. We decided to use the
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FIGURE 6. Comparison of final driver Delphi results with literature.

review of [12] as it is the most comprehensive review
of drivers for LCDP adoption in the academic literature.
To determine the literature ranking, we took the findings
from [12] and made a simple count analysis (i.e., how often
each driver is mentioned in the literature). The results of
this comparison can be seen in Fig. 6. Our Delphi study is
consistent with the literature for the top three drivers. Yet, for
the other drivers, the ranking differs mainly driven through
newly identified drivers (e.g., drivers on ranks four to six).

When comparing the ranking of the four driver categories
(people, structure, task, and technology), it is apparent that
literature focuses on the less important aspects. Current dis-
cussions in literature mainly focus on technological aspects
of LCDPs [10], [12], whereas the experts rank the impor-
tance of these drivers as significantly lower than the drivers
of the three other categories. Researching a phenomenon’s
technology aspects first is common for IS research (simi-
lar effects found e.g., [62] for cloud computing or [63] for
process mining). We explain that for technological phenom-
ena, first, the technological aspects must be defined, and
the phenomena must be conceptualized. After the initial set
of technological research questions are answered and the
technological aspects of the phenomena are defined, one
can research further aspects (e.g., the people aspects of the
adoption). If one would first research the people aspects of
the adoption and then the technological aspects, there would
be a risk in researching the adoption of a concept that is not

fully defined. Moreover, it is not surprising that when doing a
literature review on a technology phenomenon (e.g., LCDPs),
a significant number of results focuses on the technological
aspects. When we showed the results, one expert stated:
‘‘I am actually not surprised by this.’’ – Expert 7.

D. INHIBITORS
We identified 19 inhibitors for LCDP adoption with semi-
structured interviews. Six have not yet been discussed in
academic literature in the context of LCDP adoption. These
six are lack of LCDP developers, too complex development
for citizen developers, lack of sponsorship, bad previous expe-
rience with similar tools, lack of regulatory approval, and
lack of use cases for LCDP. In their review on inhibitors for
LCDP adoption, [12] outline multiple now-found inhibitors
as missing in the academic literature (e.g., sponsorship or
regulatory approval). Furthermore, we could empirically con-
firm the other 13 inhibitors identified by [12].

Through the Delphi study, which followed the semi-
structured interviews, we could determine the relative impor-
tance of these 19 inhibitors. In the final round, all responses
had a Kendall’s W of 0.44. This Kendall’s W is consid-
ered a weaker consensus and below the moderate consensus
threshold of 0.50 [16]. However, we could find a moderate
consensus for consultants and line managers (W = 0.57).
A higher homogeneity can explain these results within the
groups [58].
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FIGURE 7. Comparison of final inhibitor Delphi results with literature.

We also see a strong consensus for the top one and bottom
two inhibitors. For the inhibitors in between, there is disagree-
ment among the experts. As outlined above, we explain this
with the context of the adoption situation.

As shown in Fig. 7, the experts’ ranking of inhibitors and
the importance derived from the literature review of [12]
differ significantly. For instance, the most important inhibitor
from the Delphi study (lack of low code development cul-
ture) is only on the 11th rank in the review of [12]. How-
ever, in the review [12], the number of occurrences is rather
similar (i.e., only one occurrence more or less determines
the rank). Only the inhibitor difficult estimation of cost is
ranked the same by the experts and academic literature. The
results show that it is not sufficient to rely on a simple count

analysis to explain certain inhibitors’ importance. Moreover,
a simple count analysis reveals little about the level of
consensus [17].

The academic research on LCDPs mainly focuses on
the technology [10]. However, in our Delphi study, the
experts rank these inhibitors as less important (mean rank of
technology factors: 11.6) compared to the structure (mean
rank: 7.3) and people (mean rank: 7.2) inhibitors. The
experts explain this result with the relative maturity of the
LCDPs from a technology perspective. One expert puts it:
‘‘[. . . ] limited functionality of LCDPs, yes I saw that as
less important. [. . . ] I did not really have the limits.’’ –
Expert 3. Another explanation for this result could be that
previously existing technology challenges are now solved
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FIGURE 8. Exemplary best/worst scaling questions.

FIGURE 9. Breakdown of mean ranks of drivers on categories.

due to extensive research in this field. Hence, they can no
longer be considered important inhibitors as they are now
solved.

VI. CONCLUSION
This study aimed to (1) identify drivers and inhibitors
for LCDP adoption and (2) determine their importance.
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TABLE 4. Overview of experts for this study.

To achieve this goal, we conducted semi-structured inter-
views and a subsequent best/worst ranking-type Delphi study
with 17 experts. The experts were from the three expert
groups consultants, line managers, and sales executives of
LCDPs.

The study has three main contributions that are benefi-
cial for practitioners and researchers. First, we explicitly
address the calls to research LCDPs [10], [12] and their
adoption [12] empirically. We have identified 12 drivers
and 19 inhibitors for LCDP adoption and added six new
drivers and six new inhibitors to the body of knowledge.
Furthermore, we can empirically confirm the drivers and

inhibitors discussed in the literature review of [12]. This
empirical extension of drivers and inhibitors helps to under-
stand the adoption of LCDPs more substantially. Further-
more, for research to be valuable for practitioners, it needs
to be practically useful, and help practitioners make imme-
diate decisions [64]. To be practically useful, the findings
must be detailed and specific to the situation (i.e., LCDP
adoption). By defining the drivers and inhibitors based on
the interviews conducted with the experts and deriving a
detailed list of drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption,
we add substantially to the practical usefulness of our
findings.
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TABLE 5. Expert statements on the identified drivers.
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TABLE 6. Most important and least important selection of drivers.

Second, we provide an overview of the importance of
the drivers and inhibitors for LCDP adoption. In this vein,
we could also show that it is not sufficient to simply rely on
a count analysis to determine the importance. However, our
Delphi ranking allows practitioners and researchers to steer
their attention to the most influential aspects of the adoption
and save resources. We empirically show that the experts
agree on the most important and least important drivers and
inhibitors. However, for the drivers and inhibitors between the
most and least important, we show that it is context-dependent
if a driver or inhibitor is considered important. Moreover,
consultants and line managers differ in their rankings, espe-
cially for the context-dependent drivers and inhibitors. From a

practitioner’s perspective, this ranking can be used to address
the highly ranked inhibitors to facilitate the adoption of
LCDPs. For instance, practitioners can derive that they should
focus on building an LCD culture (e.g., LCD communities
or LCD bootcamps) and implement measures to handle the
organization’s reluctance to change (e.g., by showing light-
house success cases). When we followed the recommenda-
tions of [65] for making academic research accessible for
practitioners, and discussed our practitioner-oriented report,
they highlighted the results’ usefulness due the high level of
detail.

Third, we found that the ranking differs between the results
of our Delphi study and current academic literature. Recent
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TABLE 7. Expert statements on the identified inhibitors.
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TABLE 7. (Continued.) Expert statements on the identified inhibitors.

FIGURE 10. Breakdown of mean ranks of inhibitors on categories.

research results aremainly about technological factors ranked
as less important by practitioners. Therefore, our results help
academia prioritize and focus the research on more important
topics from a practitioner’s perspective (i.e., people, structure,
and task factors).

As with all academic research projects, this study also has
limitations. First, while all experts had significant expertise
in adopting LCDPs, most of the experts favored adopting
LCDPs. This argument might be especially true for LCDP
sales executives. We mitigated this limitation by involving
consultants with experience in adoption and non-adoption
decisions. Second, the number of participants declined from
the interviews to the final ranking round. To mitigate this

limitation, we sent multiple reminders and donated to a
charity for participation. However, for the final round, we
still had more than seven participants, considered the min-
imal number of participants for Delphi studies [16]. Third,
to keep the results relevant for a business and IT audience,
we did not differentiate between specific business or IT func-
tions (e.g., development, maintenance) or an implementation
phase. Fourth, as we did not have a guiding theory for this
paper and only used the STS theory and TOE model as struc-
turing categories; one might argue that the paper’s theoretical
grounding is limited. However, as the focus of this paper is to
empirically research drivers and inhibitors for practitioners
in detail, we deliberately choose to have a weaker theoretical
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TABLE 8. Most important and least important selection of inhibitors.
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FIGURE 11. Breakdown of drivers and inhibitors on LCDP platform.

grounding. Finally, we found that the ranking is context-
dependent. However, the number of experts for each context
is small in our data (sometimes only one case). Hence, due to
the small number of cases, it is difficult to generalize the con-
text variables. We mitigated this limitation by increasing the
richness of data through follow-up interviews with selected
experts.

From this study, we can derive multiple areas for future
research. The first area is to research the relative impact of
the drivers and inhibitors on LCDP adoption or non-adoption.
Multiple experts pointed out that no single factor leads to

adoption or non-adoption. As the factors influence each other,
one should take a configurational perspective to research
this (e.g., [66]). A first step towards this perspective was
taken by [22], who built a configurational research model
for LCDP adoption and proposed conducting further research
using Qualitative Comparative Analysis. Moreover, as there
is currently significant technological progress in LCDPs and
multiple highly diverse platforms are consolidated under the
umbrella term LCDP [6], we propose to create a classification
of different LCDPs and distinguish platform types. The defi-
nition of LCDP types would benefit the research community,
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FIGURE 12. Breakdown of drivers on the background.

allowing for more targeted research and better comparability
of results. Due to the technological progress, we also propose
to re-run the same study in a few years and re-validate our
findings. This is justified, as multiple experts argue that they
assume to rank the importance differently in a few years
due to the fast technological advancement in LCDPs. Finally,
as we found strong indications for the effect of contextual
factors on LCDP adoption, we propose to research these fac-
tors further. This should be done in two ways. First, validate
our findings of the three contextual factors with more data.
Second, research if there are further contextual factors that
we could not identify. This would be beneficial as it would
allow for better comparability of research results.

To summarize, this study provides a detailed understanding
of what drivers and inhibits the adoption of LCDPs. Further,
it shows the importance of the different factors in the adoption
decision for LCDPs.

APPENDIX
A. EXEMPLARY BEST/WORST SCALING QUESTION
See Figure 8.

B. OVERVIEW OF THE EXPERTS FOR THIS STUDY
See Table 4.

C. EXPERT STATEMENTS ON THE IDENTIFIED DRIVERS
See Table 5.

D. MOST IMPORTANT AND LEAST IMPORTANT
SELECTION OF DRIVERS
See Table 6.

E. BREAKDOWN OF MEAN RANKS OF DRIVERS ON
CATEGORIES
See Figure 9.

F. EXPERT STATEMENTS ON THE IDENTIFIED INHIBITORS
See Table 7.

G. MOST IMPORTANT AND LEAST IMPORTANT
SELECTION OF INHIBITORS
See Table 8.

H. BREAKDOWN OF MEAN RANKS OF INHIBITORS ON
CATEGORIES
See Figure 10.

I. BREAKDOWN OF DRIVERS AND INHIBITORS ON LCDP
PLATFORM
See Figure 11.

J. BREAKDOWN OF DRIVERS TO THE BACKGROUND
See Figure 12.

K. BREAKDOWN OF DRIVERS AND INHIBITORS ON
ADOPTION AND POST-ADOPTION
See Figure 13.
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FIGURE 13. Breakdown of drivers and inhibitors on adoption and post-adoption.
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